Morning Ceremony

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

Grand Marshal
Sang-Hee Lee, Academic Senate Chair

Undergraduate Student Marshal
Somtochukwu Adaobi Uzoka, Biology degree candidate

The UCR Pipe Band

Faculty Marshal
Connie Nugent, Divisional Dean of Student Academic Affairs

Administrative Party and Faculty of the University

PROGRAM

The National Anthem
Chermaine Tac-Al Amaya, Cell, Molecular and Developmental Biology degree candidate

University Remarks
Kim Wilcox, Chancellor, University of California, Riverside

Dean's Remarks
Kathryn Uhrich, Dean, College of Natural & Agricultural Sciences, and Professor of Chemistry

Commencement Address
Leonardo Padilla, Biology degree candidate

Conferral of Degrees
Dean Uhrich

Introduction of the Graduates
Aaron Bushong '92, Administrative Director, University Honors Christine Victorino, Associate Chancellor

Baccalaureate Tassel-Turning
Thaniya Shankar, Biology (Law & Society minor) degree candidate

Alma Mater
Tammy Le Van, Neuroscience degree candidate
Afternoon Ceremony

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

Grand Marshal
Sang-Hee Lee, Academic Senate Chair

Graduate Student Marshal
Christian Daniel Duenas, Statistics degree candidate

Undergraduate Student Marshal
William Satoh Troxel, Biochemistry degree candidate

The UCR Pipe Band

Faculty Marshal
Stephanie Dingwall, Professor of Teaching, Biochemistry

Administrative Party and Faculty of the University

PROGRAM

The National Anthem
Tammy Le Van, Neuroscience degree candidate

University Remarks
Kim Wilcox, Chancellor, University of California, Riverside

Dean's Remarks
Kathryn Uhrich, Dean, College of Natural & Agricultural Sciences, and Professor of Chemistry

Commencement Address
Anviksha Srivastava, Biochemistry degree candidate

Conferral of Degrees
Dean Uhrich

Introduction of the Graduates
Aaron Bushong '92, Administrative Director, University Honors
Christine Victorino, Associate Chancellor

Baccalaureate Tassel-Turning
Syreze-Sky De Leon San Andres, Neuroscience (Environmental Science minor) degree candidate

Alma Mater
Tammy Le Van, Neuroscience degree candidate
Awards & Honors

UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE AWARDS

Outstanding Achievement Award
This award recognizes one College of Natural & Agricultural Sciences student for their exemplary achievement in academics and research, their involvement in the college, and for their commitment to service and citizenship.

Advyth Ramachandran '23, Biology

Rosemary S.J. Schraer Award
Given in memory of Rosemary S.J. Schraer, UCR Chancellor, 1987-1992, this award recognizes the academic excellence of two outstanding graduating seniors in the College of Natural & Agricultural Sciences.

Cheyenne Darrow '23, Microbiology
Joshua Wong '23, Biochemistry

Academic Excellence Award
These awards recognize College of Natural & Agricultural Sciences students who are selected by their faculty for achieving excellence in their academics and research or creative activity.

Jonathan Benedum '23, Neuroscience
Peter Carney '24, Physics
Cheyenne Darrow '23, Microbiology
Marco De La Torre '23, Plant Biology
Ellen Green '23, Biology
Andrew Her '23, Entomology
Hannah Rose Hoover '23, Earth Sciences
Yeprem Hovhannisyan '23, Chemistry
Camille Korbut '23, Mathematics
Artha Lam '23, Biology
Thai Le '23, Environmental Sciences
Samantha Lee '23, Cell, Molecular & Developmental Biology
Alliyah Munir '23, Statistics
Advyth Ramachandran '23, Biology
Joshua Wong '23, Biochemistry

Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Research and Creative Achievement
The UCR Academic Senate awards two graduating seniors who have conducted outstanding research or creative work.

Jacob Argandona '23, Mathematics
Advyth Ramachandran '23, Biology


Summa Cum Laude

Radhika Amin
Kevin Banh
Taylor Berkowitz
Mahnr Bharucha
Riley Bradt
Nathaniel Co
Cheyenne Darrow
Wendy Gonzalez
Maude Green
Gabriel Johnson
Bryant Lee
Hamilton Nguyen
Sneha Padmanaban
Andrew Park
Sean Patel
Shreyans Patel
Samiksha Patil
Belcin Petros
Kevin Quach
Advyth Ramachandran
Estrella Rodriguez
Arushee Sangani
Rachel Soong
Marina Tadros
Isabelle Tran
Joshua Wong
Austin Yu
Jacob Zenarosa

Magna Cum Laude

Sarah Abu Hijleh
Fabian Acosta
Deepti Agarwal
Faizah Ahmed
Rafael Alkabalan
Alborz Amani
Sydney Archer
Maryam Azizadah
Edward Bakchadjian
Lorenzo Bazzani
Ardy Biderang
Alex Borsada
Paramveer Brar
Ryan Buckley
Justin Burzachiello
Reem Chamas
Yu Wei Chang
Kelso Day
Andrea Delgado
Jeannie Dodge
Johann Eco
Ethan Eurmirsirirerd
Luis Garabito
Emily Garcia
Neida Garcia
Ramtin Ghafoori
Antony Ghali
Stephen Giverts
Mark Guirgus
Tera Hackett
Evelyn Han
Martha Andrea Herrera
Brandon Hoang
William Hofstedt
Shloka Homa
Sofia Hormaza
Yeprem Hovhannisyan
Keita Ichii
Sohum Indharapu
Sabhi Jamal
Bill Kavvathas
Emily Kusumoputro
Brandon La
Jean Lai
Artha Lam
Siri Langmo
Sofia Lazzaroni
Thai Le
Aaron Lee
Ivy Lee
Simon Lee
Desiree Lin
Matthew Liu
Meritte Lotfy
Shaan Malhotra
Sam Mansour
Yuma Miyake
Ingrid Morales
Sarah Mughal
Alliyah Munir
Jonathen Ngueyn
Amul Patel
Vivek Patel
Sam Pourarbab
Alexie Andrea Raz
Bryan Roebini
Dylan Rojas
Lisette Saab Saab
Jorge Salazar
Syreze-Sky San Andres
Sophia Scandurro
Nabeel Shaikh
Neha Sharma
Jonathan Shih
Anthony Sinha
Allegra Skyy
Angela Soliman
HaoYu Sun
Candice Sung
Dylan Ta
Abraham Takkouche
Dylan Tonthat
William Troxel
Kenneth Ty
Isaac Uriarte
Leslie Vazquez Moreno
Brian Vu
Amy Wissa
Melody Wu
Brian Yacoub
Nathan Young
Lei Zhang
Yupeng Zhang
Cum Laude

- Rodolf Alkabalan
- Sarah Almuthhach
- Eyad Alsalek
- Dinith Arachchi
- Jacob Argandona
- Parihan Asif
- John Au
- Dante Ayala
- Carl Angelou Badua
- Bruce Bagby
- Kristina Baker
- Sachi Berawala
- Karan Bhakare
- Swati Bhalla
- Shraddha Bhonsle
- Robert Blanchet
- Heather Buries
- Alejandra Calvo
- Andrew Caruso
- Jacob Castro
- Sharbel Challita
- Nathan Chan
- Yufeng Chen
- Karen Chon
- Aurora Cullen
- Michael Dai
- Raiann De La Cruz
- Haifan Deng
- Valeria Deniz-Arredondo
- Michelle Dinh
- Douglas Dinh-Tran
- Conner Douty
- Mena Eskander
- Niha Fatima
- David Fiske
- Marina Gad El Sayed
- Alisa Gadkari
- Jorg Amel Galang
- Diana Gaspar-Morales
- Ryan Gates
- John Gillen
- Ann Guilbert
- Josh Guinther
- Pari Gunasekaran
- Nooriya Gunja
- Arman Hakoop Chakerian
- Andrew Her
- Steven Hernandez
- Christina Ho
- Minh Tam Tracey Hoa
- Hannah Rose Hoover
- Jiajun Huang
- Vivian Huynh
- Roman Jackson
- Dominique Johnson
- Isaac Jun
- Nardein Khalil
- Vaishali Kumar
- Keng I Lam
- Nissa Langmo
- Brandon Le
- Samantha Lee
- Andrew Lehrack
- Kyle Leong
- Johanna Lim
- Ruohan Liu
- Christopher Louie
- Miguel Lujan
- Lina Luo
- Kathlyn Lupu
- Gracy Ly
- Dheer Maheshwari
- Lourance Mallouhi
- David Mann
- Derrick Maradiosian
- Melia Mariano
- Iris Martinez
- Sarah Meng
- Parmis Moghbeli
- Omar Moiz
- Dana Morshed
- Tejas Nair
- Charvita Nemarugommula
- Regan Ng
- Tina Nguyen
- Anthony Nguyen
- Phong Nguyen
- Laetitia Nowers
- Taylor Oliver
- Shruti Palur Mallampalli
- Asha Pantula
- Kian Parva
- Sahankumar patel
- Cedric Anthony Pham
- Ryan Quaal
- Shankar Ramaswamy
- Sebastian Ramos
- Jeremy Rim
- Carlos Rubio
- Maria Sabbah
- Lema Safi
- Kenneth Salce
- Ivan Sanchez Ayala
- Ashwini Saravanan
- Harshini Selvakumar
- Simrithi Sethupathi
- Thaniya Shankar
- Miku Shimono
- Evan Shimota
- Ashvin Sial
- Ashley Singh
- Clyde Siringoringo
- Jiera Sirivatananarat
- Max Slagle-Skalka
- Joowan Son
- Joanne Son
- Alex southivong
- Natthinee Sutjaitham
- Andrew Tseng
- Caitlin Tuazon
- Ada Unal
- Jonathan Unruh
- Jonpaul Urias
- Myra Usmani
- Leslie Vargas
- Bernett Wang
- Wendell Wang
- William Wang
- Mason Whitehead
- Pearlie Widjaja
- David William
- Maria William
- Shwe Win
- Andrew Wu
- Joseph Wu
- Eden Yu
- Helen Zecchini
- Katherine Zhang
- Ziyun Zhang
- Ruth Zhang
Moyinoluwa Temiloluwa Ajayi, Biomedical Sciences
Sumaya Troy Alaama, Biomedical Sciences
Surya Arian, Microbiology
Matthew Frank Arthur, Statistics
Noa Bar Ziv, Chemistry
Mimi Karen Tagle Billones, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Liam Maclaren Blanchard, Physics
Marco Antonio Bravo III, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Chase Joshua Brown, Mathematics
Tatiana Nicole Bush, Entomology
Kaira Marie Kathryn Carstens, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Alma Yesenia Ceja, Earth & Planetary Sciences
Chin-Wei Chang, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Iris Tai Chien, Entomology
Brian Hoi Chong, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Loic Clement Ciampossin, Biomedical Sciences
Miles Cohen, Mathematics
James John Patrick Corieri, Chemistry
Jordan Cortez, Earth & Planetary Sciences
Lauren Amy Dagan, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Francois Joseph Dubreuil, Physics
Christian Daniel Duenas, Statistics
Alyssa Michelle Duro, Environmental Sciences
Cole Patric Ebel, Chemistry
Shane Erickson, Biomedical Sciences
Kevin Frausto, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Alyson Alanna Fresquez, Earth & Planetary Sciences
Michael Glenn Friederang, Chemistry
Yelissa Fuentes, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Neima Kochebagh Ghandian, Mathematics
Gretchen Marie Heimlich, Plant Pathology
Wyatt Bradley Hillard, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Ariana Marisa Holguin, Microbiology
Jacqueline Anne Holquinn, Entomology
Rasha Issa, Mathematics
Amritpal Singh Jalf, Biomedical Sciences
Dennise Louise Jenkins, Environmental Sciences
Sarajan Kamara, Biomedical Sciences
Qiang Kang, Mathematics
Rahim H Khan, Evolution, Ecology and Organismal Biology
David Ryan Kissee, Mathematics
Akash Lalka, Biomedical Sciences
Jericho Bolos Lawson, Statistics
THE CLASS OF 2023 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Master's Degree Candidates

Elyson Gavin D Lebig, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Julia Claire Lee, Statistics
Dayang Li, Mathematics
Tao Liang, Chemistry
Yangtao Lin, Microbiology
Fan Lu, Physics
Zijue Luo, Physics
Nicky Eden Mehdizadeh, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Jose L Moreno, Chemistry
Jeremy Mueller, Chemistry
Anthony Nick Muljat, Mathematics
Benjamin Charles Lee Newcomb, Environmental Sciences
Julie Veng Ngov, Microbiology
Oluwadara Ogundare, Biomedical Sciences
Gerardo Orozco-Fernandez, Mathematics
Maxine Grace Ortega, Biomedical Sciences
Emily Lily Ouyang, Statistics
Sitong Pan, Statistics
Anam Tariq Qayyum, Plant Biology
Rahul David Rajkumar, Applied Mathematics
Jamie Ramirez, Entomology
Shane Rankin, Mathematics
Alejandra Rocha, Entomology
William Phillip Sablan, Mathematics
Marielle Halannah Sewell, Chemistry
Rubab Sheikh, Microbiology
Brandon Bernardo Tan, Biomedical Sciences
Zachary Mark Thomas, Plant Biology
Brian Daniel Thompson, Mathematics
William Jacob Tiessen, Biomedical Sciences
Ellen To, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Simmi Tomar, Environmental Sciences
Thinh Yu Truong, Physics
Emily Danielle Vig, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Nir Voloshin, Statistics
Desiree Williams, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Connor Woods, Chemistry
Xiaoyan Yang, Environmental Sciences
Eric Zhang, Physics
Yihua Zhang, Mathematics
THE CLASS OF 2023 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Bachelor's of Science Degree Candidates

Gabriel Ellis Abad, Biochemistry
Mayar Yousry Abdelaziz, Biochemistry
Christian Abdelshahed, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Hannah Michelle Abellana, Biology
Ryan Aaron Abellera, Mathematics
Caitlin Abella Aben, Biology
Sarosh Abraham, Biology
Mona Arianna Peel Abrazado, Neuroscience
Sarah Ala Abu Hijleh, Biology
Israa Nabil Abualizz, Biochemistry
Fabian Acosta, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Kayla Chryce Sicam Acosta, Biochemistry
Yunuen Esmeralda Acosta, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Rose Caroline Adrianza, Biology
Deepti Agarwal, Biology
Breana Crystal Aguilar, Neuroscience
Noemi Aguilar, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Celia Janet Aguilar, Biology
Maria Alicia Aguilar Perez, Biology
Kulsoom Shaheen Ahmad, Biochemistry
Umair Javed Ahmad, Biology
Faizah Aalia Ahmed, Biology
Suha Ahmed, Neuroscience
Shafkat Ahmed, Biology
Tarek Akel, Biology
Ramez Akroush, Biology
Ramy Akroush, Biology
Mia Lux R Alabado, Biology
Aranza Alarcon, Neuroscience
Joana Valeria Alba, Mathematics
Andrea Alba, Biology
Janet Albarran, Biochemistry
Eve J Alberico, Biology
Theresa Rose Albrecht, Biology
Alissa Marie Alcaraz, Biology
Kimberly Elizabeth Alexander, Mathematics
Maggy Denise Alfaro, Neuroscience
Ahmed Ghadeer Alghorydh, Neuroscience
Safa Omar Ali, Mathematics
Shahad Ali, Biochemistry
Mehwish Shaina Ali, Biology
Ahmed Abbas Aljidui, Biology
Rodolf Alkabalan, Biology
THE CLASS OF 2023 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Bachelor's of Science Degree Candidates

Rafael Alkabalan, Biology
Sarah Dhafir Saleh Almutthach, Biology
Mark Anthony Alonzo, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Eyad Alsalek, Biology
Atheer Qadeer Altaie, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Pegah Alvandi, Biology
Pamela Anahi Alvarez, Biochemistry
Soraya L Alvarez, Neuroscience
Alexander Noel Alvarez, Biology
Alfred Joan Alvarez, Biology
Jazmin Celeste Alvarez, Biology
Ayssel Aly, Neuroscience
Zachary Joseph Amador, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Alborz Amani, Biology
Chermaine Tac-Al Amaya, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Nitin Ganesh Ambati, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Hammad Bin Amer, Biology
Radhika Samir Amin, Neuroscience
Rushlan Amin, Physics
Salma Amin, Environmental Sciences
Haejin An, Biochemistry
Nancy Andrade, Biology
Nwachukwu Chiazagom Anene, Neuroscience
Dylan Ang, Biochemistry
Jeremy Lubuguin Angeles, Biochemistry
Presley Marie Angelini, Biology
Mineh Antanesian, Biology
Victoria Sandra Apodaca, Biology
Dinith Arachchi, Biology
Mohammad Mahdi Arafeh, Biology
Arcadia Nicole Aragues, Biochemistry
Enid Arana Gonzalez, Biology
Crystal Elena Araujo, Mathematics
Sydney Ann Archer, Biology
Grant Arehart, Chemistry
Jacob Andrew Argandona, Mathematics
Yumi Arimizu, Biology
Catherine Patacsil Aromin, Biology
Anthony Arroyos, Chemistry
Vahe Asatryan, Biology
Parihan Y. Asif, Biochemistry and Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Yumna Ather, Biology
Luke Michael Atwood, Biochemistry
THE CLASS OF 2023 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Bachelor's of Science Degree Candidates

John Robert Au, Biology
Kiet Trung Au, Physics
Tyler Chasidy Augustine, Biology
Diana Avagyan, Biochemistry
Daniel Avalos, Biology
Juan Antonio Avila Jr., Microbiology
Kyrolos Ashraf Awad, Biology
Basim M Awan Sr., Biology
Dante Renne Ayala, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Kate Alexandra Ayala, Biology
Monica Janeth Ayala, Biology
Liliana Ayala-Acosta, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Maryam Azizadah, Biochemistry
Christian Tyler Babasa-Sides, Biology
Gonzalo Alfonso Baca-Godinez, Biology
Ramiel David Badal, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Carl Angelou Ulep Badua, Biology
Bani Badwal, Environmental Sciences
Bruce Allex Bagby, Physics
Alexander Sayed Baha, Biology
Albert Bai, Statistics
Hana Fatinah Baig, Biology
Edward Anthony Bakchadjian, Biochemistry
Kristina Lie Baker, Biology
Avantika Bangaru, Biochemistry
Kevin Tuan Banh, Biochemistry
Alina Margarita Barajas, Biology
Alon Barak, Environmental Sciences
Noyemi Barbarian, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Trevor Anthony Barbosa, Neuroscience and Economics
Saloni Barhate, Neuroscience
Valeria Daniela Barrientos, Microbiology
Leah Anne Bartolome, Biology
Juliana Michelle Base, Biology
Daniel Brandon Basilios, Biology
Leena Mohamed Basioni, Chemistry
Richmond Ray Derric Ubaldo Baylon, Chemistry
Lorenzo Bazzani, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Scott Simon Peter Bedford, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Michael Ryan Begishe, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Jonathan Michael Benedum Jr., Neuroscience
Christel Benny, Neuroscience
Sachi Alkesh Berawala, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
THE CLASS OF 2023 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Bachelor's of Science Degree Candidates

Chelsea Berganza, Biochemistry
Taylor Grace Berkowitz, Biology
Gail Bernardo, Neuroscience
Ariel Alexandre Berrios, Biochemistry
Adolat Beshimova, Biology
Karan Kailash Bhakare, Biology
Sonali Nilesh Bhakta, Biochemistry
Nikhil Jatin Bhakta, Biology
Swati Bhalla, Biology
Mahnur Arshi Bharucha, Biology
Ronit Ravi Bhavsar, Biology
Shraddha Bhonsle, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Ardalan Biderang, Biology
Zaka Bakhtiari Bilal, Mathematics
Roberto Alfonso Blanchet III, Biology
Carmen Micayla Dunbavin Blyden, Biochemistry
Karina Michelle Bonilla, Environmental Sciences
Pamela Elizabeth Bonilla, Biology
Alex Wilson Borsada, Biology
Olivia Kalynn Bosman, Mathematics
Ejiptsha Julia Bowen, Biology
Zoe C Bowen, Biology
Riley Charles Bradt, Mathematics
Paramveer Singh Brar, Biochemistry and Psychology
Lucy Lucine Broutian, Biology
Hayden R Brunson, Neuroscience
Ryan Jeffrey Buckley, Physics
Kimberly Buenrostro, Geology
Michael J Burgard, Biochemistry and Neuroscience
Heather Lauren Buries, Neuroscience
Kaycee Burns, Biology
Sarah Michelle Burroughs, Biochemistry
Justin Cobain Burzachiello, Physics
Aimy Meleiry Bustamante, Chemistry
Leidi Liseth Bustos Bustos, Physics
Christine Rosemarie Semilla Caballes, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Steven Cabrera, Mathematics
Ariana Beatriz Caguioa, Biology
Zenaida Caldera, Biology
Rogelio Calixto Chavez, Mathematics
Anthony D Calma, Environmental Sciences
Alejandra Calvo, Biology
Jonathan Ayson Calvo, Biology
Javier Damian Calzada Jr., Geology
Martin Jose Camacho Jr., Biology
Andres Ivan Camarena, Mathematics
Diana Yulisa Camberos, Microbiology
Ines Campos, Mathematics
Mia Christina Pablo Cancio, Biology
Eve Mytien Cao, Biology
Kate-Danielle Carbajal-Carbajal, Biology
Kate Marilyn Cardenas, Biochemistry
Esdras Aldair Cardenas Guerra, Biology
RVK Casas Cardona, Neuroscience
Jared Logan Carlin, Plant Biology
Joshua David Carlson, Biology
Brittany Renae Carnero, Environmental Sciences
Adam D Carpenter, Mathematics
Alyssa J Carranza, Biology
Michael E Carrasco, Biology
Marissa Carrillo-Kashani, Neuroscience
Aaron Eli Carter, Biology
Andrew David Caruso, Physics
John A Casillas, Neuroscience
Jasline Marie Castellanos, Biology
Emely Castellon, Biology
Kate Castillo, Physics
Isaac Ismael Castillo, Biology
Jacob M Castro, Biology
Karina Castro, Biology
Jensen Tyler Cavish, Biology
Samantha Cazola, Biology
Stephanie Cedillo, Biochemistry
Anaya N Centers, Biochemistry
Bianka Nicothe Cepeda, Biology
Jill Kaur Chahal, Biology
Sharbel Patrick Challita, Neuroscience
Reem Chamas, Neuroscience
Nathan Jeremy Chan, Biology
Samantha K W Chan, Biochemistry
Caitlin Yin Chan, Biology
Ethan Cyril Ty Chan, Biology
Jonathan Eashyang Chan, Biology
Shagrika Ashlyn Chandra, Neuroscience
Yu Wei Chang, Biology
Aaron Chang, Mathematics
THE CLASS OF 2023 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Bachelor's of Science Degree Candidates

Andrew Charles Chang, Biochemistry
Eric Hua Chang, Biochemistry
Allison Chang, Biology
Andrew Soosung Chang, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Zenia Zeena Chang, Biology
Darrin Chau, Biology
Ayesha Khurshid Chaudhry, Neuroscience
Priya Kirit Chauhan, Biology
Luke Tyler Chavez, Neuroscience
Gabriel Omar Chavez, Biology
Heidi Chavez, Biology
Shaimaa Chemkhi, Biology
Yufeng Chen, Mathematics
Jenny Yu Chen, Biochemistry
Scott Chen, Neuroscience
Xixi Chen, Environmental Sciences
Yuechang Chen, Chemistry
Yuming Chen, Mathematics
Michelle Yee-Wah Cheuk, Statistics
Mayur Mukund Chhitu, Biochemistry
Ashley Chi, Environmental Sciences
Christopher Chiang, Biology
Emily Chiang, Biology
Holly Michelle Chin, Environmental Sciences
Nicolas Chin, Neuroscience
Chloe Junya Chiu, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Justin Choe, Biology
Caleb Chan Min Choi, Biology
Sungkyu Choi, Biology
Yebin Choi, Biology
Karen Chon, Biology
Rose Chong, Biology
Maarib Jamal Choudri, Biochemistry
Sabrina Chi Ming Chow, Biology
Wendy Lee Chow, Biology
Preston Everett Christensen, Biology
Glynnis Elaine Cimbura-Hernandez, Physics
Alexander Bryan Clark, Physics and Mathematics
Zoe Christina Clark, Biology
Nathaniel Ryan Co, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Kylee May Cochran, Chemistry
Clarence Cole, Entomology
Ryan Colonna, Biology
THE CLASS OF 2023 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Bachelor's of Science Degree Candidates

Ajasm Ross Diputado Congjuico, Biochemistry
Leyna Thao Cooper, Biology
Abigail Cordero, Biology
Gabrielle T Corral, Neuroscience
Michaela Angel Corral, Biology
Sarah Theresa Correll, Biology
Johanna Maryleysi Cortave Rodriguez, Biochemistry
Jacob Alexander Countess, Biology
Zachary Kent Crandall, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Thomas John Crockett IV, Plant Biology
Cayla Lourina Cruse, Microbiology
Jelica Lynn Cruz, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Moises Aaron Cruz, Mathematics
Itzallana Elizabeth Cruz Ortega, Biology
Cristina Judith Cucalon, Biochemistry
Mayra Estela Cuevas, Biology
Sanie Cui, Biochemistry
Aurora Anne Cullen, Biology
John Cung, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Joseph S Dafesh, Biology
Ahlayjah Marie Dahl, Biology
Michael Dai, Mathematics
Samuel Dai, Biology
Lauren Elizabeth Dain, Neuroscience
Cameron S Daley, Environmental Sciences
Mina Dalkiran, Biology
Preston Edward Dam, Biology
Kevin Xuan-khoa Dang, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Laura Kathleen Dang, Mathematics
Lauren Dang, Mathematics
Ethan Allen Dang, Biology
Kayla Phuong-My Dang, Biology
Johnathan de Jesus Daniels, Biology
Tam Duc Dao, Biochemistry
Brian M Dao, Biology
Rachel Rita Daou, Biochemistry
Jordan Thomas Darling, Neuroscience
Cheyenne Renee Darrow, Microbiology
Omar Omran Darwish, Mathematics
Safah W Dawoody, Biology
Tyler Steven Day, Environmental Sciences
Erin Czarina De Castro, Biology
Raiann Kay De La Cruz, Biochemistry
THE CLASS OF 2023 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE  
Bachelor's of Science Degree Candidates

Marco Antonio De La Torre, Plant Biology  
Jason Lee Retiro De Leon, Mathematics  
Uriel De Leon, Biology  
Benjamin Paul Debeusscher, Biology  
Leonardo E Dehni, Biology  
Sydney Lauren Del Rosario, Microbiology  
Andrea Delgado, Environmental Sciences  
Jorge Miguel Delgado, Mathematics  
Michelle Delgado, Environmental Sciences  
Haifan Deng, Mathematics  
Sharon Pikha Deng, Biochemistry  
Valeria Deniz-Arredondo, Biology  
Mahak Sukhmani Deo, Biology  
Esha Anand Deshpande, Biochemistry  
Molly Noelle DeWitt, Environmental Sciences  
Nimrat Kaur Dhaliwal, Biology  
Rhea Dhawan, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology  
Edvin Ariel Diaz, Mathematics  
Johanna Diaz, Neuroscience  
Thomas Ted Diaz, Biology  
Steve Chec Diep, Biology  
Charles Francis Dinan, Biology  
Michelle Dinh, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers  
Kevin Sang Vu Dinh, Biology  
Douglas Dinh-Tran, Biology  
Jeremiah Arreola Dixon, Neuroscience  
Giang Do, Mathematics  
Hoang Khang Do, Biochemistry  
Jiyoung Do, Mathematics  
Kenneth Huu Do, Mathematics  
Sandra Do, Mathematics  
Thao Thanh Doan, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology  
Jean Marie Dodge, Plant Biology  
Michelle Isabella Mendez Dodge, Biology  
Maeve-Darly Domond, Biology  
Angela Dong, Neuroscience  
Conner Michael Douty, Biology  
David Alexander Duff, Biology  
Kaelan James Duncan, Biochemistry  
Bryan Duong, Physics  
Megan Q Duong, Biology  
RaeAnna Alyssa Lim Duque, Biology  
Alexander Sami Durghalli, Biology
George Sebastian Echeverria, Biology
Johann Joseph Eco, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Melanie Grace Edelman, Biology
Justin Donald Edwards, Biochemistry
Ahmad Eido, Biology
Khalid Raed Eisa, Biology
Mjariever Sarasua Eisma, Chemistry
Natalie Elizalde, Neuroscience
Danisia Alexis Ellin, Biology
Astrid Monique Elliott, Biology
Layla Maryah Eltal, Mathematics
Brooke Elizabeth Engebretson, Biochemistry
Brian J Escalera, Mathematics
Oscar Escobar, Mathematics
Itzel Del Refugio Escobar, Biology
Caleb Nathan Escudero, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Mena Maher Eskander, Biology
Gustavo Espitia, Microbiology
Amar Essukhun, Biology
Arianna Celena Estrada, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Ethan Eurmsirilerd, Biology
Jericho Ronnehl Eusebio, Chemistry
Can Saim Evzi Jr., Biology
Kristy Marie Evora, Biology
Logan Jeffrey Eyer, Biochemistry
Colleen Cherie Fan, Neuroscience
Kiley Meikou Fang, Biology
Sebastian Deckard Farias, Biology
Hope Rae Farley, Earth Sciences
Nadia Farooq, Neuroscience and Psychology
Niha Fatima, Biology
Yoseph Feleke, Mathematics
Gerardo Felix, Chemistry
Abigail Violeta Fernandez, Biochemistry
Melody Estelle Fewx, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Christian Aaron Figueroa, Mathematics
Cristian Figueroa, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Erin Jabonero Figueroa, Biology
David Alonzo Fiske, Biochemistry
Alyssa Rose Flores, Biochemistry
Omar Alejandro Flores, Biology
Dafne Viviana Flores Hidalgo, Biology
Ambar Stephany Flores-Merino, Chemistry
THE CLASS OF 2023 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Bachelor's of Science Degree Candidates

Dana H Fox, Biology
Samantha Fern-Louise Frank, Chemistry
Joseph Clayton Freeman, Biology
Tyler Jackson Freeze, Mathematics
Jacqueline Fregoso-Gradilla, Biology
Marina B Gad El Sayed, Biology
Alisa Mileend Gadkari, Neuroscience
Ranvir Gakhal, Biology
George Alberto Galan Vega, Biology
Jorg Amel Calma Galang, Neuroscience
Thomas Alexander Galindo, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Aury Javier Galindo, Biology
Daniel Gallardo, Biology
Alberto Gallegos, Biology
Cassandra Lizbeth Gamino, Biology
Abhilekha Gande, Biology
Luis Augusto Garabito, Physics
Emily Garcia, Mathematics
Neida Garcia, Biology
Alberto Garcia, Mathematics
Anastashia Garcia, Environmental Sciences
Justin Michael Garcia, Mathematics
Maria Guadalupe Garcia, Mathematics
Adrian Clemente Garcia, Biology
Alicia P Garcia, Biology
Enrique Alexander Garcia, Biology
George Brandon Garcia, Biology
Michael Angel Garcia, Biology
Michael Anthony Garcia, Biology
Mina Jackelyn Garcia, Biology
Zachary Ray Garcia, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Marlene Avigail Garcia Cortes, Biology
Hans Garcia Ross, Environmental Sciences
Erica Garcia Silva, Biology
Juan Sebastian Garrido Parra, Neuroscience
Diana Gaspar-Morales, Biochemistry
Chris Michael Espiritu Gatdula, Biology
Ryan Gerald Gates, Biochemistry
Charita Gedela, Biology
Isabelle C Gereaux, Biochemistry
Ramtin Ghafoori, Biology
Antony H Ghali, Biology
Andrew Wahaa Ghali, Biology
THE CLASS OF 2023 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Bachelor's of Science Degree Candidates

Madison Ghoreishi, Neuroscience
Claudia Gibson, Biology
Giancarlo Ortega Gidaya, Biochemistry
Anthony Carmichael Giliberto Jr., Biology
John Patrick Gillen, Statistics and Mathematics
Priya Sharad Gima, Biochemistry
April Souriyavong Ginez, Biology
Stephen Alan Giverts, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Emily Won-Cee Godina, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Selen Gokcen, Biology
Hailee Rose Goldberg, Biology
Evan Alexander Goldman, Mathematics
Lupita Gomar-Valencia, Biology
Jerry Gomez, Mathematics
Andrew Gomez, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Brillana Esperanza Gomez, Biology
Wendy Janey Gonzalez, Chemistry
Andres Gonzalez, Neuroscience
Jordan Gonzalez, Physics
Michael Angelo Gonzalez, Microbiology
Ruben Adrian Gonzalez, Physics
Carolina Gonzalez, Biology
Crystal Elizabeth Gonzalez, Biology
Giselle Gonzalez, Biology
Jeffrey Gonzalez, Biology
Julian Perez Gonzalez, Biology
Robert W. Gonzalez, Biology
Alejandra Gonzalez Mojarro, Mathematics
Tabatha Ilthame Gourvenec, Biology
Rachel Bonnielynn Graham, Biology
Ellen Maude Noonan Green, Biology
Nickolas Scott Greubel, Biology
Xu Gu, Mathematics
Jingfang Guan, Mathematics
Kay Guan, Biology
Joseph Benjamin Guenther, Biology
Michael Angel Guevara, Biochemistry
Crystal Guadalupe Guevara, Biology
Ann Lauren Guilbert, Biology
Jordan A Guillory, Mathematics
Josh Josely Collado Guintu, Biochemistry
Mark Milad Guirgus, Biology
Eric Ryan Guisa, Biochemistry
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Isabelle Paula Gulesserian, Biology
Purnima Jayamali Gunarathna, Biology
Pari Gunasekaran, Biology
Akhila Gundavelli, Biochemistry
Nooriya Farhan Gunja, Biology
Michelle Guo, Biology
Shashvat Gupta, Computer Science and Statistics
Justin Ryan Gurule, Biology
Jose Bromley Gutierrez, Statistics
Wendy Johana Gutierrez, Biochemistry
Alison Marlen Gutierrez, Biology
Jasmine Marie Gutierrez, Biology
Kevin Anthony Guzman, Environmental Sciences
Monica Guzman Torres, Neuroscience
Yale Gwag, Biology
Megan Claire Ha, Biology
Tera Lynn Hackett, Mathematics
Jakob Ala Haddad, Biochemistry
Britney Foud Hadweh, Biology
Sahar Hajimolla Alikandi, Biology
Salman M Hakim, Biology
Arman Hakoop Chakerian, Biology
Matthew Glen Hall, Environmental Sciences
Connor Alexander Halvorsen, Biochemistry
Ye Sol Ham, Biology
Caitlin Jane Hamilton, Chemistry
Evelyn Rahab Han, Biochemistry
Mi Mi Han, Biology
Seth Kalob Hankla, Environmental Sciences
Marlo Hanna, Biology
Mercedes Mayo Harford, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Chloe Christabelle Harsojo, Biology
Sana Hasnain, Biology
Samer Hawara, Biology
Zara Yasmin Hayat, Biology
Matthew Damon Hechanova, Mathematics
Andrew Trinh Her, Entomology
Sadeepa Bandara Herath, Biochemistry
Daniel David Herbert, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Steven Hernandez, Biology
Cordero Justis Hernandez, Mathematics
Daniel Fortunato Hernandez, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Erick R Hernandez, Geophysics
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Gabriela Hernandez, Environmental Sciences
Vanessa Hernandez, Environmental Sciences
Yoel Y Hernandez, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Julian Hernandez, Mathematics
Maximus Alexander Hernandez, Biology
Jesus Francisco Hernandez Zazueta, Mathematics
Martha Andrea Espiritu Herrera, Biology
Fernanda Herrera, Biology
Karla Monique Herrera, Biology
Dominique Reina Herzog Balderas, Biology
Alexander Hindeleh, Biology
Emily Elizabeth Hindson, Neuroscience
Christina Mariko Ho, Biology
Minh Tam Tracey Nguyen Hoa, Biology
Brandon Chau Hoang, Neuroscience
Allison Ann Hoang, Biochemistry
Celine Vy Hoang, Biochemistry
Britney Nhu Hoang, Biology
Richard Quy Hoang, Biology
Melvin Hodanu, Biochemistry
William Grimberg Hofstedt, Biochemistry
Conrad Alden Hofstedt, Biochemistry
Shloka Dinesh Homa, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Joanne Hong, Biology
Katherine Jihyun Hong, Biology
Ankita Hooda, Biology
Hannah Rose Marie Hoover, Earth Sciences
Nathan Charles Hopkins, Biology
Soñia Milena Hormaza, Biology
Destiny Grace Hosea, Biology
Chanveer Singh Hothi, Neuroscience
Yeprem Eddie Hovhannisyan, Chemistry
Sidney Marie Howard, Biochemistry
Lora Howsian, Biochemistry
Ethan Hsiao, Plant Biology
Zhipeng Hu, Biology
Jiajun Huang, Physics
Sean Julian Huang, Statistics
Yu Hsiang Huang, Physics
Ethan Ryan Huang, Biology
Vivian Huang, Biology
Julissa Huizar, Biochemistry
Dema Derar Humoud, Biology
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Kaitlin Hung, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Vivian Kham Huynh, Biology
Albert Huynh, Biochemistry
Evan Chan Huynh, Biology
Vanessa M Huynh, Biology
Nicholas Hy, Biology
Zaafir Hussain Hyder, Biology
Rachel Ibarbia, Mathematics
Keita Ichii, Neuroscience
Victoria Marie Iglesias, Biology
Isra Qirrat Ikram, Biology
Rishith Ilapakurthi, Biology
Kayla Mae Imperial, Environmental Sciences
Sohum Manisha Indharapu, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Daniela Lisbeth Isidoro, Biology
George Issac Paul, Biochemistry
Marina Joanne Istaphanous, Neuroscience
Caryn Dawn Iwanaga, Biology
Roman Harold Jackson, Biology
Ivan Jacuinde, Biology
Vandad Jahanbakhsh, Neuroscience
Miguel Angel Jaimes Jr., Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Erfan Afshar Jam, Neuroscience
Sabhi Bin Jamal, Biology
Daniela Jarquin, Neuroscience
Jacob Jauregui, Biology
Eunice Yoo Mee Jeong, Biology
Armin Jesmani, Biology
Seeret Kaur Jhita, Biology
Chenkun Jiang, Biology
Jasmin Jimenez, Biology
Victor Manuel Jimenez Gonzalez, Geology
Neysha Jimenez Martinez, Biology
Gianna Marie John, Mathematics
Christina John, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Dominique Christopher Johnson, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Gabriel Thomas Johnson, Environmental Sciences
John Brandon Johnson, Geology
Zelina Ann Johnson, Biology
Jordan Ryan Jones, Entomology
Brandon Jonathan Jones, Biology
Jasmine Khaye Caldejon Jonson, Biochemistry
James Alan Holden Jordan, Mathematics
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Tanisha Joshi, Biology
Harleen Kaur Judge, Neuroscience
Tyler Alexander Jue, Biology
Isaac Jun, Biology
Rae Kagawa, Biology
Auista Robin Kakar, Biology
Saicharitha Kalvakota, Biology
Samad Kamran, Biology
Shwetha Bhaskar Kandhalu, Biochemistry
Jenni Michelle Kao, Plant Biology
Ameerah Karim, Biology
Lin Karman, Neuroscience
Travis Kassimatis, Biochemistry
Amanpreet Kaur, Biochemistry
Emaan Kaur, Neuroscience
Parween Kaur, Earth Sciences
Gursimratpreet Kaur, Biology
Simranpreet Kaur, Biology
Bill Chris Kavvathas, Neuroscience
Mohan Kazi, Mathematics
Safwan Wali Kazmi, Microbiology
Bereket Solomon Ketema, Biology
Leon Kha, Biology
Nardein Nasser Khalil, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Rabaa Khan, Neuroscience
Muneeb Ahmad Khan, Biology
Abhi Khanal, Biology
Keon Rostam Khosravi, Neuroscience
Cameron M Kies, Biology
Alexander Gunnwoo Kim, Environmental Sciences
Evan Dylan Kim, Biochemistry
Jaehyun Kim, Mathematics
John Kim, Mathematics
Do Jin Kim, Biology
Maximillian J Kling, Chemistry
Sariyah Denise Knuckles, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Pranav Konchadi, Biology
Trinh Tomoka Kondo, Biology
Annie Koo, Biology
Camille Anne Korbut, Mathematics
Carlee Joelynn Krahn, Biology
Sydney Katalin Kuchta, Biology
Chirag Kulkarni, Statistics
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Vaishali Manoj Kumar, Biology
Siddharth Kumar, Statistics
Vidhya Kumaswamy, Biology
Saisindhuja Kuncharapu, Neuroscience
Emily Frances Kusumoputro, Biology
Ryan Kenneth Kwok, Chemistry
Esther Bowoong Kwon, Biology
Kevork Kyouregian, Biology
Brandon Huy-Tam La, Biology
Huevi La, Biochemistry
Ying Jing Lai, Neuroscience
Amber Lai, Biology
Jenson Lai, Biology
Kyle Khang Lai, Biology
Keng I Lam, Mathematics
Artha Ayen Lam, Biology
Conan Lam, Neuroscience
Titan Lam, Physics
Jenny Bi-Yu Lam, Biology and Neuroscience
Claudia Lissette Lamas, Biology
Jason Matthew Lamberton, Biology
Elkanah Gabriella Lane, Neuroscience
Nissa Lopipero Langmo, Biology
Siri Lopipero Langmo, Biology
Jannie Lao, Biology
Jennifer Lara Ceballos, Biochemistry
Emily Ann Kerr Lau, Biology
Samantha Ting Yan Lau, Biology
Joseph Dale Palomares Layones, Biology
Adriana Lazaro Jimenez, Biology
Sofia Lazzaroni, Chemistry
Brandon Le, Biology
Thai Huu Le, Environmental Sciences
Calvin Le, Chemistry
An Hoang Thien Le, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Anh Le, Biology
Anna Uyen Mi Le, Biology
Julie Le, Biology
Minh Nghi Le, Biology
John Brendan Leano, Biology
Samantha Danielle Lee, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Aaron Seung Kyu Lee, Biochemistry
Ivy Ruo Wei Lee, Biology
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Simon SangWon Lee, Biology
Bryant Karho Lee, Biology
Cindy Lee, Mathematics
Isaac Sangjoon Lee, Microbiology
Joycelyn Lee, Neuroscience
Megan Lee, Biochemistry
Crystal Lee, Biology
Daryn Lee, Biology
Kristen Joanne Lee, Biology
Andrew Michael Lehrack, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Jasmine Juana Lemus, Biology
Kirin-Aiko Haling Leombruni, Neuroscience
Belen Alexandra Leon, Environmental Sciences
Israel Leon Rojas, Chemistry
Kyle Yao Leong, Biology
Alisha Leong, Biology
Helena Sophia Levin, Biology
Aidan Harrison Lewis, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Andy Li, Statistics
Huilin Li, Statistics
Jason Li, Biochemistry
Kun Y Li, Biochemistry
Mengcong Li, Statistics
Zhiliang Li, Mathematics
Jenny Maria Liang, Biology
Johanna Mee-Yoon Lim, Biology
Charles Matthew Samson Lim, Neuroscience
Julienne Joyce Emeterio Lim, Biology
Desiree Lin, Biochemistry
Jimi Shun Lin, Biochemistry
Ruohan Liu, Biochemistry
Matthew Warren Liu, Biology
Xinming Liu, Mathematics
Rachel Liu, Biology
Carolina Llamas, Biology
Nathan Aldo Llamas, Biology
Brandon Lo, Biology
Alexa Lomeli-Uribe, Mathematics
Borena Lonh, Biology
Frank Robert Ernie Lopez, Mathematics
Jasmin Lopez, Mathematics
Norma Reine Lopez, Neuroscience
Sophia Annabella Lopez, Biochemistry
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Tiffani Lopez, Biology
Veronica Lopez, Biology
Claudio Andre Lopez-Lara, Physics
Emery Gonou Lor, Neuroscience
Sarah Maria Lora, Microbiology
Rizelle Villanueva Lorenzo, Microbiology
Meritte Emad Lotfy, Biology
Christopher Richard Louie, Biology
Hugo Loyola, Biology
Josephine Lu, Biology
Kayla Chin Lu, Biology
Anahi Lucero, Neuroscience
Miguel Angel Lujan, Biochemistry
Ashley Lissette Luna, Biochemistry
Queren Hapuc Luna-Coronel, Biology
Viola Lunardi, Biology
Yuxue Luo, Mathematics
Allison Luong, Biology
Justin Dong Luong, Biology
Kathlyn Hannah Lupu, Biology
Richard D Luu, Biochemistry
Dustin Quoc Duy Luu, Biology
Gracy Linh An Ly, Biology
Jason D Ly, Mathematics
Jonathan Daniel Ly, Biochemistry
Madisen Ai-Phuong Ly, Biology
Steven Thinh Ly, Biology
Justin Quaid Lyew, Biology
Joseph Montemayor Macaraeg, Chemistry
Luis Enrique Macedonio, Biology
Hazem Machhor, Biology
Drake Christopher Maestas, Biochemistry
Zahra Mafishiraz, Environmental Sciences
Jay Michael Tanseco Magdaraog, Biology
Bola Shihab Shawky Maglaa, Biochemistry
Dheer Harishkumar Maheshwari, Biochemistry
Kazi Bagum Maimuna, Biology
Rod Maknouni, Biology
Jashanpreet K Malhi, Biology
Shaan Malhotra, Biology
Gabriel Tristan Malik, Biology
Siddharth Madan Malik, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Lourance Mallouhi, Biology
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Isabella Francesca Mangalindan Acosta, Biology
David Allen Mann, Mathematics
Sam Mansour, Biology
Yara N Mansour, Biology
Sonah Manukian, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Melissa Manzano, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Derrick Mardirosian, Biology
Melia Breeannon Mariano, Biochemistry
Chris Marina, Biology
Bernard Maroun, Biochemistry
Valeria Monserrath Marquez, Biology
Andrea Marquez-Villalobos, Biology
Iris Julissa Martinez, Statistics
Boe Anthony Martinez, Biochemistry
Chariya Melanie Martinez, Microbiology
Donna Esmeralda Martinez, Chemistry
Francisco Sebastian Martinez, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Joshua Martinez, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Nicholas Cruz Martinez, Mathematics
Brenda Martinez, Biology
Stephanie Martinez-Beltran, Microbiology
Angelica Maria Martinez-Mercado, Biology
Sara Masadeh, Biology
Joanna Maria Mata, Environmental Sciences
Dania Mawardi, Biology
Mahmoud Mawardi, Biology
Ayax Mayagoitia, Biology
Mohammad Mazaheri, Biology
Yamin Ahmed Mazumder, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Silvana Mazun, Geology
Grace Emily McAllister, Environmental Sciences
Sean Kenneth McFerran, Biology
Amber Christina McGahey, Biology
Jacqueline Medina Soria, Biochemistry
Shaurya Mehta, Biology
Alec Jesus Mejia, Microbiology
Aditi Mekala, Neuroscience
Ruth Marian Meletz, Environmental Sciences
Abdul Rahim Memon, Biochemistry
Steven A Mendez, Chemistry
Brittany Anabelle Mendez, Biology
Jose M Mendoza, Environmental Sciences
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Sarah Meng, Biology
Joaquin Gabriel F. Mercado, Biochemistry
Britney Marie Mercado, Biology
Chenyu Miao, Mathematics
Jayla Janae Miles, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Isabella Georgeva Militchin, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
John Anthony Millan Jr., Mathematics
Ecstacy Miranda, Microbiology
Husna Ahmed Mirza, Biology
Kartik Misra, Biology
Yuma Miyake, Biology
Edwin Daizo Miyatake, Physics
Parmis Moghbeli, Biology
Milind Kumar Mohan Kumar, Biology
Omar Abdul Moiz, Biology
Emilio Armando Molina, Mathematics
Mixtli Mondragon, Mathematics
Lesley Mondragon, Biology
Ethan Jhoel Caburao Montilla, Biology
Kaitlyn Nicole Monto, Biology
Monique Christine Montoya, Chemistry
William M Moore, Statistics
Ingrid America Morales, Mathematics
Jessica Morales Gomez, Chemistry
Emely Morales-Gonzalez, Biology
Jacqueline Marie Moreira, Biology
Britney Mary Moreno, Mathematics
Luis Daniel Moreno, Biology
Deanna Elizabeth Mormile, Biology
Isaiah L Morris, Biochemistry
Gianna Lena Morrison, Biology
Dana Aftab Morshed, Biology
Zane Herbert Mortensen, Physics
Melanie Mota, Environmental Sciences
Gabriel Miquel Mourton, Biochemistry
Ahmad T Mousa, Biology
Bijal Rasesh Mugatwala, Mathematics
Sarah Mughal, Biology
Lorena Rosa Muller, Biochemistry
Michael Muller, Chemistry
Alliyah Munir, Statistics
Alberto Munoz Jr., Biology
Amal Hasan Mustafa, Neuroscience
Claire Angela Famas Mutia, Chemistry
Sarah Kilabo Muwonge, Biology
Mariel Cuan Nabor, Biology
Tejas Nair, Biology
Dayan Nakkoud, Biology
Vandana Nambiar, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Maikel Nashed, Biology
Badr Mohammad Nashef, Biology
Ruby Nava, Biology
Joyce Amper Navarro, Biology
Onesimo Nobuntu Ndiweni, Neuroscience
Charvita Nemaruwegomula, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Denisse Alejandra Nepamuceno Becerril, Biology and Ethnic Studies
Zainab Nessary, Biology
Regan W.H. Ng, Statistics and Business Administration
Nathan Kenhong Ng, Physics
Eric Ngai, Biochemistry and Biology
Alexander Ngo, Biochemistry
Cecelia Yen Hoang Ngo, Physics
Steven Ngo, Biochemistry
Amy Baongan Ngo, Biology
Jansen Henry Ngo, Biology
Lina Nguy, Chemistry
Tina Phan Nguyen, Neuroscience
Anthony Duy Nguyen, Biology
Phong Nguyen, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Jonathan Hoang Quan Nguyen, Biology
Hamilton Son Hai Nguyen, Biochemistry
Andrew Cao-Danh Nguyen, Microbiology
Anna Nguyen, Microbiology
Cynthia Thienan Nguyen, Biochemistry
Danny Nguyen, Biochemistry
Davin Huu Nguyen, Physics
Dorothy My-Uyen Nguyen, Biochemistry
Dylan Pham Nguyen, Neuroscience
Huy Quang Nguyen, Neuroscience
Jason Vu-Hai Nguyen, Biochemistry
Kevin Chi Nguyen, Mathematics
Lan Thi Nguyen, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Nicholas Hai Nguyen, Mathematics
Scott Su Nguyen, Biochemistry
Sean Khoa Nguyen, Statistics
Shirley Cimi Nguyen, Mathematics
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Trevor Nguyen, Chemistry
Alexander Tat Nguyen, Biology
Andrea Pham Ngoc Khanh Nguyen, Biology
Brandon Tiepbao Nguyen, Biology
Camille Nha-Uyen Nguyen, Biology
Clarissa C Nguyen, Biology
Daniel Joseph Nguyen, Biology
Edward Toan Nguyen, Biology
Grina Thi Nguyen, Biology
Haylee Yin Nguyen, Biology
Jasmine Nguyen, Biology
Justin Nguyen, Biology
Khanh-Anh Nguyen, Biology
Leah M Nguyen, Biology
Leyna Ngoc Nguyen, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Nikki Thai-Phuong-Nam Nguyen, Biology
Ryan Nguyen, Biology
Teddy Minh-Tri Nguyen, Biology
Trinity X Nguyen, Biology
Tyler Xuan Nguyen, Biology
Vincent Nguyen, Biology
Vincent Hoang-Vinh Nguyen, Biology
Vy Thuy Nguyen, Biology
Nicholas Dillon Nhem, Physics
Kayelene Autumn Nicolazzi, Environmental Sciences
Kailee Wong Nieltawee, Biology
Pawrsaa Nathan Nikzad, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Georgiana Roze Nituleasa, Biology
Bilal Reza Noori, Biology
Alexander Michael Noriega, Plant Biology
Laetitia Nowers, Biology
Jovanni Jesus Nunez, Biology
Elsa Nohemi Nuno, Microbiology
Uchenna David Nwaeghe, Physics
Gabriela Ocampo, Physics
Yusra Oda, Microbiology
Kaitlyn Yaumei Ogata, Biology
Alice C Ogbogu, Biology
Vania H Oguri, Biology
Danyal Herson O'Kelley, Biology
Ryan Thomas Olafsen, Biology
Taylor Lee Oliver, Biology
Rodolfo Antonio Olivera, Biochemistry
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Jorge Olvera, Mathematics
Anne Jeanette Francisco Opleda, Mathematics
Veronica Oregel, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Laura Alma Orizaga, Biology
Isabella Nicole Orozco, Neuroscience
Daniel Sergio Ortiz, Biology
Chike Dubem Osakwe, Biology
Jennifer Osuna, Microbiology
Tiffany Osuna, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Abigail Osadebamwen Osunde, Biology
Nader Hakam Othman, Biochemistry
Emily Yuriko Ozima, Biology
Kayleigh Justine Pace, Neuroscience
Anthony Jensen Pacheco, Biology
Samantha Francesca Pacheco, Biology
Leonardo L. Padilla, Biology
Sneha Padmanaban, Neuroscience
Ashley Stephanie Padolina, Biology
Daniel Palacios, Biology
Shruti Palur Mallampalli, Physics
Bo Pang, Biology
Jeremiah Michael Pangkee, Mathematics
Sergio Pantoja Jr., Biology
Asha Kiran Pantula, Mathematics
Janelle Christian Papasodero-Barrera, Biology
Smrithi Ravi Parakulam, Biochemistry
Rachel Juliana Paredes, Neuroscience
Alyssa Zwarthoed Parilla, Biochemistry
Andrew Junghoon Park, Biology
Joseph Park, Mathematics
Angela Park, Biology
Hannah Park, Biology
Jina Park, Biology
Sarah Park, Biology
Donya Parsaeian, Biology
Kian Parva, Biology
Sahankumar Samirbhai Patel, Biology
Amul A Patel, Biology
Vivek Kalpesh Patel, Biology
Sean Vishnu Patel, Neuroscience
Shreyans Jain Patel, Biology
Karina D Patel, Neuroscience
Akhil Vipul Patel, Biology
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Bhakti Amitkumar Patel, Biology
Brinda H Patel, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Chayush Hitesh Patel, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Damini Shailesh Patel, Biology
Disha R Patel, Biology
Mansi Ramesh Patel, Biology
Maya Kamlesh Patel, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Viniya Randil Jayasekera Pathiranage, Biology
Samiksha Patil, Neuroscience
Alexander Patino Chavez, Mathematics
Joseph Michael Paul, Biology
Brandon Scott Pauleson, Mathematics
Nidhi Pawar, Biology
Shyla Ruby Pedro, Biology
Zahra Pegahrad, Microbiology
Arturo Pena, Biochemistry
Andres Lopez Perales, Biology
Keith Xavier Pereira, Microbiology
Sandy Dallana Perez, Biology
Ricardo Perez Basurto, Biology
Alexander James Perkins, Biology
Belcin Raman Petros, Biology
Cedric Anthony Lagman Pham, Biology
Christine Baotran Pham, Neuroscience
Jenny Pham, Neuroscience
Thuan Duy Pham, Biochemistry
Alena Quynh-Anh Pham, Biology
Deanna Nguyen Pham, Biology
Nicolas Bui Pham, Biology
Minh Thong Phan, Mathematics
William Quoc-Viet Phan, Biochemistry
Kathi Lynn Phan, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Kim M Phan, Biology
Kristina Giahan Phan, Biology
Kylah Symone Phillips, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Seruni Timasha Pilana Manage, Biology
Desiree Pimentel, Biochemistry
Josue Abraham Pineda, Neuroscience
Leslie Michelle Pineda, Biology
Jahlen Pinelo, Microbiology
Tejal Pipariya, Biochemistry
Ian Lee Pitman, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Jenfer Adolfo Pivaral, Biology
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Seth Ponce, Biochemistry
Miriam Janeel Ponce, Biology
Brandon Ijaz Pope, Chemistry
Jonathan C Poreider, Physics
Brandon Porras, Biology
Briza Nathaly Posadas-Ramos, Biology
Morgan Ellsworth Potter, Mathematics
Sam Pourarbab, Neuroscience
Damian Ethan Graham Pow, Biology
Shruti Prabhakar, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Milan Sunil Prabhu, Neuroscience
Aditya Pradeep, Biology
Ryan Anoros Prathnadi, Biology
Arun Premananand, Statistics
Nicole Hueb Previde, Neuroscience
Celestine J Price, Chemistry
Crystal Puentes, Biology
Addalyn Paige Punsalan, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Ryan Quaal, Microbiology
Kevin Quach, Biology
Anthony F Quach, Biology
Emily Alyssa Quevedo, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Karina Azure Quevedo, Biochemistry
Jasmine Garcia Quiambao, Biology
William Eduardo Quiroz Mendez, Physics
Mary K Rached, Biology
Nicholas Alexander Raheja, Chemistry
Yasamin Rahemi, Neuroscience
Sanjana Rajagopal, Statistics
Advya Ramachandran, Biology
Shankar Ramaswamy, Chemistry
Daniel Ramirez, Biochemistry
Rosedly Ramirez, Biochemistry
Keileen Abigail Ramirez, Biology
Aldahir Ramirez Navarrete, Biology
Sebastian Alexandro Ramos, Chemistry
Audriana Arballo Ramos, Biology
Bryan Alexander Ramos, Biology
Cynthia Irene Ramos, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Andrea Jetzabel Ramos Castro, Mathematics
Gabrielle Leila Ramratan Gajadhar, Environmental Sciences
Melanie C Randall, Biochemistry
Ashleen Kaur Randhawa, Biology
Rene Rangel III, Mathematics
Gabriel Rangel-Paramo, Mathematics
Matthew George Raphael, Biology
Sama Mohammad Rasheed, Biology
Anas Khaled Rayyan, Biology
Alexie Andrea Pardillo Raz, Biochemistry
Brianna Razo-Botello, Biology
Michael Rea, Biology
Marco Antonio Rea Meza, Biology
Chloe Tamar Esther Rebibo, Biology
Pritam Chintalapani Reddy, Biochemistry
Kavya Ramasahayam Reddy, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Ashley Lynette Reyes, Neuroscience
Brandon Onelio Reyes, Biochemistry
Samantha Reyes, Biology
Adam Michael Richard, Physics
Paige Elizabeth Richey, Physics
Jordane Elizabeth Rico, Biology
Paul Jordan Bassam Rihani, Biology
Jeremy Kevin Rim, Biology
Brittany Danielle Rincon Mejia, Biology
Madelyn Elizabeth Ritchie, Mathematics
Jasmine Rosemary Rivas, Biology
Magnolia Sarai Rivas, Biology
Brenda Irene Rivera, Microbiology
Bryan E Rivera, Chemistry
Kealani Amber Rivera, Mathematics
Eduardo Antonio Rivera, Biology
Isaac Alonzo Rivera, Biology
Yesenia Anali Rivera, Biology
Angela Carinne Fajardo Rivero, Chemistry
Juan Diego Rizo-Perez, Chemistry
Fatima B Rizvi, Biology
Deija Monique Robins, Neuroscience
Hana Faisal Roble, Biology
Jazmine Robledo, Physics
Destiny Robles, Biology
Jonathan Robles, Biology
Estrella Fabiola Rodriguez, Microbiology
Ahtziri Rodriguez, Neuroscience
Ariel Nicole Rodriguez, Biochemistry
Gabriela Guadalupe Rodriguez, Mathematics
Karla Rodriguez, Neuroscience
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Miguel Angel Rodriguez, Physics
William Christopher Rodriguez, Chemistry
Kaitlyn Rodriguez, Biology
Lisette Rodriguez, Biology
Lourdes M Rodriguez, Biology
Mya Michelle Rodriguez, Biology
Bryan Roebini, Biology
Dylan Peter Rojas, Neuroscience
Juan Rolando Rojas, Mathematics
Valerie Rojas, Mathematics
Alexandra Elizabeth Rosas, Neuroscience
Jocelyn Berenice Rosas Ramirez, Biology
Steven Philip Rosenberg, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Nanise Evelyn Royal, Chemistry
Carlos Alberto Rubio, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Julia Myah Ruiz, Biology
Maria Camila Ruiz Vasquez, Biology
Luisa Margarita Ruiz-Perez, Mathematics
Nicholas Adair Ryken, Biology
Lisette Saab Saab, Biology
Maria Ghaleb Sabbah, Biology
Kayvon Kevin Sadeghi, Biology
Arlette Anahi Guadalupe Saenz, Biochemistry
Lema Safi, Biochemistry
Guadalupe Patricia Sahagun-Velasco, Biology
Mohamedamine Sahnoune, Biology
Jessica Salas, Biology
Jorge Alvaro Salazar, Chemistry
Delbert Fernando Salazar, Chemistry
Kenneth Diestefano Salce, Mathematics
Anthony Saldana, Biochemistry
Jeremiah Empeno Saldivar, Biology
Sami Salman, Biology
Liana Mae Salvador, Biochemistry
Victoria Katherine Sam, Biology
Alexandra Katrina Samawi, Neuroscience
Ashley Dee Tuazon Sambo, Biology
Syreze-Sky De Leon San Andres, Neuroscience
Gabriella Marie San Jose, Entomology
Julian Andrew Sanchez, Physics
Patricia Berenice Sanchez, Biology
Ivan Sanchez Ayala, Biochemistry
Iknoor Sandhu, Microbiology
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Simran Kaur Sandhu, Neuroscience
Gurupudesh Kaur Sandhu, Biology
Arushee Y Sangani, Biology
Antonio Demitri Santiago, Neuroscience
Faith Kalehiwaomakana Queturas Santiago, Chemistry
Alexis Andrea Santillan, Mathematics
Joseph Santos, Biochemistry
Skyler Alan Quijano Santos, Biology
Benjamin Genido Saprid, Neuroscience
Alec Yoaddan Sarabia, Geology
Ashwinii Saravanan, Biology
Kishenkumar Saravanan, Biology
Sophia Aline Scandurro, Biology
Antonio De Jesus Sedano, Biology
Kruti Seethammagari, Biochemistry
Harshini Selvakumar, Biology
Jiwon Seo, Biology
Lauren Nicole Serratos, Biology
Daniel Sert, Biology
Valerie Jazmin Servin, Biology
Simrithi Sethupathi, Biology
Natasha Evelyn Setiabudi, Biology
Kim-Emerson Sevilla, Biology
Langshu Sha, Mathematics
Nader Z Shaath, Mathematics
Niraj Rajin Shah, Mathematics
Isha Sachin Shah, Biology
Rameen Shahzad-Ghajar, Biology
Nabeel Muhammad Rafique Shaikh Jr., Biology
Rasik Ratna Shakya, Biology
Thaniya Shankar, Biology
Neha Sharma, Biochemistry
Aditi Sharma, Biology
Patrick John Shashaty, Biology
Jia-Hong Kory Shay, Biology
Annie Noel Shelton, Neuroscience
Christina Susan Sherwood, Biology
Jonathan En Dlan Shih, Biology
Miku Grace Shimono, Biochemistry
Evan James Shimota, Biology
Titilayo Victoria Oluyumisi Shodiya, Biology
Maya Shrestha, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
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Ashvin Singh Sial, Biology
Nawal Siddiqui, Biology
Gerardo Sifuentes, Biology
Alyssa Catherine Siglar, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Aaliyah Sabrina Sihachack, Biology
Elmarose Alexys Silva, Biochemistry
Sharon Pujita Silva, Biology
Vijay Lincoln Sim, Plant Biology
Karo Simonyan, Biology
Michael Mordechai Sinaie, Biology
Ashley Nicole Singh, Biology
Amika Singh, Neuroscience
Yuvaraj Singh, Biochemistry
Ashleigh Ashwariya Singh, Biology
Jessy Singh, Biology
Anthony Sinha, Biology
Maria Leigh Jianna Ortega Siriban, Biology
Clyde Jordan Siringoringo, Biology
Jiera Jino Sirivatanarat, Neuroscience
Amaru Sittaphone, Biology
Allegra Michelle Skyy, Neuroscience
Max Jacob Slagle-Skalka, Mathematics
Collin Queally Smith, Chemistry
Giselle Esperanza Sobalvarro, Environmental Sciences
Haley B Solgonick, Biochemistry
Angela Ehab Soliman, Biology
Kitzia Solis, Neuroscience
Joowan Son, Neuroscience
Joanne Jihae Son, Biology
Dulce Guadalupe Soni Lara, Biochemistry
Rachel Hua Soong, Biology
Matthew Doyle Soto, Chemistry
Ali Nadeem Soto, Biology
Samantha Chanty Sous, Biology
Alex J southivong, Biochemistry
Michael Isaiah Spencer, Neuroscience
Brianna Nicole Spring, Neuroscience
Ananya Sridhar, Neuroscience
Anviksha Srivastava, Biochemistry
Kristin Ann Stewart, Biology
Michael Anthony Stopani, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Kira Marie Stout, Biology
Michael Thomas Stroud, Neuroscience
Stephany Elizabeth Suarez Renteria, Microbiology
Nathanael Suh, Biology
HaoYu Sun, Mathematics
Kelani Melia Sun, Biochemistry
Michael Yee-Chyi Sun, Biology
Candice Bo Sung, Biology
Advika Suri, Neuroscience
Andrea Katarina Sutedjo, Biochemistry
Natthinee Sutjaitham, Biology
Anthony Swan, Neuroscience
Ammar Arshed Syed, Biology
Shafaq Syed, Environmental Sciences
Dursa Syed, Biology
Dylan Quan Ta, Biology
Kim Nghia Ta, Biochemistry
Marina Sameh Tadros, Biology
Kimia Taghipour, Biology
Michael Jawdat Tahan, Biology
Ethan William Taing, Chemistry
Michelle Chung Taing, Biology
Chloe Rose Tak, Biology
Abraham Khaled Takkouche, Biology
Alexzander Aguirre Tan, Chemistry
Jeffrey Subrabas Tan, Neuroscience
Patrick Tan, Biology
Rita Pateel Tanchian, Biology
Christine Bao Chau Tang, Biochemistry
Crystal-biola Ngwe-anim Tangayong, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Seth Augustine Tantuico, Biology
Michael Meng Tao, Biology
Daniela Montserrat Tapià Bonilla, Biochemistry
Erick Tarazon, Chemistry
Joshua Radames Tejada, Biology
Angie Phuong Thai, Biochemistry
Mannat Thakur, Biology
Seth Thesing, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Hoa Phu Thieu, Biology
Keziah Thomas, Biology
Audrey Jiao Tieu, Biology
Shubham Tikku, Biology
Justin M. Tilley, Mathematics
Lizeth Tinoco, Biology
Diego Benjamin Tobar Alvarez, Chemistry
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Yousuf Khaiber Tokhi, Microbiology
Adriana Estefania Toledo, Biology
Hailey Madison Tom, Biology
Karen Nu Ton, Biology
Lynette Tam Ton, Biology
Dylan Dinh Tonthat, Biology
Jaqueline N Torres, Entomology
Melissa Nicole Torres, Biology
Oscar Torres, Biology
Bryan Jesus Torres Labra, Biology
Isabelle T Tran, Biochemistry
Jenny Ngoc Tran, Biochemistry
Joylyn Tran, Plant Biology
Mona Melodie Tran, Plant Biology
Bao Dinh Tran, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Bryant Tri Tran, Biology
Diane Tran, Biology
Gia Hao Tran, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Hillary Lam Tran, Biology
Kevin Tran, Biology
Patrick Tran, Biology
Vivian Lee Tran, Biology
Nghi Quoc Uyen Tran Molina, Biochemistry
Sydney Ner Trieu, Biology
Eric Gia-Hung Trinh, Biochemistry
Alexander Hau Trinh, Biology
Ethan Shawn Trinh, Biology
Ashley Jasmine Trinidad, Neuroscience
Vanessa Maile Troccoli, Biochemistry
Allison Paige Troche, Neuroscience
William Satoh Troxel, Biochemistry
Gerardo Trujillo Sr., Mathematics
Mikaela Truong, Biology
James Lucas Truong, Chemistry
Ava My Truong, Biology
Ethan Truong, Biology
Helen Truong, Biology
Lina Truong, Biology
Tiffany Thao Truong, Biology
Brandon Tsai, Biology
Kyle Hong Tsai, Biology
Weeince Tsang, Biology
Andrew Y Tseng, Biology
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Ian Tseng, Mathematics
Caitlin Barrameda Tuazon, Mathematics
Jaquelyn Renee Tunnelle, Biology
Kenneth K Ty, Biochemistry
Jasmin Tzompantzi-Lopez, Biochemistry
Ada Leyla Unal, Biology
Joycelyn Ung, Biology
Jonathan Jacob Unruh, Chemistry
Krisha Uppal, Biology
Isaac Eduardo Uriarte, Biochemistry
Jonpaul Urias, Biology
Myra Usmani, Biology
Michael Gabriel Utterback, Neuroscience
Somtochukwu Adaobi Uzoka, Biology
Sarah Rose Vadeboncoeur, Biology
Rahul Vadakonda, Neuroscience
Jose Guadalupe Valderrama-Ramirez, Biology
Andrea Valdes, Geophysics
Caitlan Alayna Valdez, Biology
Jose Daniel Valles, Physics
Annu Maria Valliyanal, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Isabelle L van den Bergh, Biology
Michelle Huab Vang, Mathematics
Leslie Annette Vargas, Biology
Carlos V Vargas, Environmental Sciences
Reed David Vargo, Mathematics
Akshata Aniket Vartak, Neuroscience
Jesse Vazquez, Biology
Leslie Vazquez Moreno, Statistics
Diana Vega-Martinez, Biology
Chyna Velazquez, Biology
Alejandra Velazquez Rangel, Biology
Montserrat Velazquez Soto, Biology
Aneerudh Venkatraghavan, Neuroscience
Pretty Claugi Verceles, Biology
Jared Amargo Verdeflor, Biochemistry
Joanna Lizbeth Verdejo, Biology
Jesus Vergara, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Victor Anthony Villa, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Kaitlyn Marie Villa, Biology
Daniel Villafana, Biology
Angie Giselle Villalobos, Environmental Sciences
Cole Morelos Villalon, Biology
Alexa Villeda-Soto, Biology
Luis Angel Villegas, Biochemistry
Steven Vo, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Kent Minhkhhoa Vo, Biology
Trinie Uyenvi Vo, Biology
Trish Trinh Vo, Biology
Vy Vo, Biology
Kyano Voong, Statistics
Brian James Vu, Biology
Phillip Nk Vu, Mathematics
Theresa Trang Vu, Biology
Triet Minh Vu, Biology
Jacquelyn Lien Vuong, Biochemistry
Zarah Walter, Neuroscience
Minal Madan Walvekar, Mathematics
Bernet Wang, Biology
Hao Wang, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
William Wang, Biology
Mary Wang, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Ruiqi Wang, Chemistry
Ryan Wang, Mathematics
Ethan Wang, Biology
Helin Wang, Biology
Jiaying Wang, Biology
Tammy Wang, Biology
Puneet Waraich, Biology
Russel Austin Wasko, Statistics
Mai Weber, Biology
Chloe E Wells, Biology
Brianna Nicole Wenzel, Geology
Laura Kaitlyn Whang, Chemistry
Mason Tyler Whitehead, Neuroscience
Pearlie Katrina Widjaja, Biology
David Amgad Abdel Malek William, Biology
Maria Amgad Abdel Malek William, Biology
Sarah Williams, Environmental Sciences
Sydney Nicole Wilson, Entomology
Jayden Robert Andrew Wilson, Biology
Shwe Yee Win, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
James Winata, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Amy Nagi Wissa, Biology
Julietta Wolovich, Chemistry
Joshua Yan-Jun Wong, Biochemistry
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Eric Wong, Biology
Frances C Wong, Biology
Felix E Wright, Biology
Alec Michael Wrightson, Microbiology
Andrew Sean Wu, Biology
Elizabeth J Wu, Biology
Melody Wu, Biology
Lei Wu, Physics
Samuel Wu, Mathematics
Alan Wu, Biology
Dun-han Wu, Biology
Haijun Xi, Statistics
Sam Xiang, Cell, Molecular, and Developmental Biology
Mengqiao Xu, Physics
Brian Louis Yacoub, Environmental Sciences
Celestial Rose Yanez, Mathematics
Ruiming Ye, Environmental Sciences and Economics
Zhaoan Ye, Physics
Lauren Yaejin Yi, Biology
Leo Yin, Biology
Leo Soo Min Yoo, Mathematics
Nathan Anson Young, Biology
Eden Pin Yu, Biochemistry
Austin Tse Chi Yu, Biology
Xinyi Yu, Mathematics
Zi Ying Yu, Statistics
Nicole Erin Yuen, Biology
Mustafa Amin Zafari, Neuroscience
Jaza M Zaïdi, Biochemistry
Mohammad Zarenehzad, Biology
Xitlalli Katia Zavala, Microbiology
Helen Zecchini, Microbiology
Jacob Dalisay Zendarosa, Biology
Katherine Zhang, Neuroscience
Ziyun Zhang, Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Ruth Ruoshi Zhang, Biology
Lei Zhang, Mathematics
Yupeng Zhang, Biology
Jackie Zhang, Biology
Richard Zhang, Biology
Carrie Ka-Lai Zhao, Biology
Fionna Eva Zheng, Biology
Keely Zheng, Biology
Yixuan Zhu, Chemistry
Mostafa M Alsalamony, Neuroscience
Maria Guadalupe Aranda Montoya, Chemistry
Clementhe Yasay Bacani Jr., Mathematics
William Aquis Bryant III, Statistics and Economics/Administrative Studies
Raymond Young Byeon, Mathematics
Joshua Ian Evans, Microbiology
Eduardo Ismael Garcia, Mathematics
Jesse Nicole Garcia, Mathematics
Sean Taiyo Nakayama, Mathematics
Anthony De Jesus Orozco, Chemistry
Guadalupe Kenia Palacios R, Mathematics
Kailynn Virginia Rafferty, Mathematics
Ana Elizabeth Richards, Mathematics
Yuliana Silva Guerrero, Political Science
Jimmy Thoai To, Mathematics
Bryant Tran, Mathematics
Tammy Le Van, Neuroscience
Nelly Kareen Villa, Biology
Gayoung Yoon, Mathematics
HAIL FAIR UCR
By Byron Adams and Robert Wild - University of California, Riverside

UCR - Fair Alma Mater
   Jewel of Old U.C.
"Fiat Lux" - A Shining Vision
   Light to Set Minds Free

Seeking Ever - Yielding Never
   Old Scots Near and Far
Waft Our Love Back to the Highlands
   Hail Fair UCR

Orange Trees Blooming in the Highlands
   Boyd Tower Chimes Ring Clear
Standing Tall Twixt Mount and Desert
   Scots all Hold Her Dear

Seeking Ever - Yielding Never
   Old Scots Near and Far
Waft Our Love Back to the Highlands
   Hail Fair UCR